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In this paper, we present the effects of the pulse width (PW) on the plasma jet’s discharge

characteristics, particularly focusing on the production and correlation of the reactive oxygen and

nitrogen species (RONS) in gas- and liquid-phase. It is found that the length of plasma jet plume

first increases before the PW of 10 ls, then gradually decreases and finally almost remains

unchanged beyond 150 ls. The plasma bullet disappears after the falling edge of the voltage pulse

at low PW, while it terminates far ahead of the falling edge of voltage pulse at high PW. This is

mainly attributed to accumulation of space charges that lead to weakening of the reduced electric

field with an increase of PW from low to high. More important, it is found that the excited reactive

species, the positive and negative ions from plasma jet, and the concentrations of NO2
– and NO3

–

in deionized water exposed to plasma jet also display the first increasing and then decreasing

change trend with increase of PW, while the concentration of H2O2 in water almost displays the lin-

early increasing trend. This mainly results from the formation of the H3Oþ and HO2
–, as well as

their ion water clusters that can produce more OH radicals to be converted into H2O2, while the

NO2
– and NO3

– in gas phase can transport into water and exist most stably in water. The water

cluster formation at gas-liquid interface is an important key process that can affect the chemical

nature and dose of aqueous RONS in water; this is beneficial for understanding how the RONS are

formed in liquid-phase. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.4999520

I. INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric pressure plasma jets (APPJs) have recently

attracted considerable interest as an efficient source of highly

reactive species for applications in materials processing and

biological medicine.1–4 As we know, the APPJs generate

long plasma plumes (about 10 cm) in open space rather than

in confined discharge gaps, which make it possible for direct

treatments, and have no limitation on the size and shape of

the treated objects.5,6 Additionally, the APPJs have a rela-

tively high electron temperature and a low gas temperature,

and high energy electrons can produce chemically rich gas-

phase environments with reactive oxygen and nitrogen spe-

cies (RONS), which are very important for applications such

as plasma medicine.7,8 However, the control of chemical

reactions and the production of RONS in the plasma jet are

difficult because the discharge is very unstable and easily

transforms to filamentary discharge when the operating con-

ditions are slightly changed; the filamentary discharge would

lead to lethal danger to the living tissue due to the high cur-

rent and local gas heating.9,10 Therefore, it is essential to reg-

ulate and control the discharge parameters to investigate the

discharge characteristics and modes of the plasma jet for the

biomedical applications.

Our interest has been focused on regulating and control-

ling the plasma jet though the parameters of pulse voltage.

Pulse width (PW) is one of the important parameters, and it

can be used to control the discharge characteristics such as

plasma jet length and plasma bullet propagation. Up to now,

some works about the effect of PW on plasma jet characteris-

tics have been reported by some groups.11–17 Walsh et al.
reported the impact of PW on the propagation velocity of the

ionization front and found that the maximum discharge

length occurs under PW of 3 ls.13 Lu et al. investigated that

the effects of PW on the propagation of plasma bullets in a

pulsed plasma jet and found that, as PW increases up to

100 ls, the bullet propagates out from the nozzle with longer

delay time. When the PW is increased to more than 100 ls,

the delay time of the bullet propagating out from the nozzle

becomes much shorter.14,15 Uchida et al. clarified the effect

of the voltage duty ratio on the production of reactive O

atoms at a driving voltage frequency of 5 kHz.17 Even

though some diagnostic studies under different PWs have

been conducted and the corresponding physical mechanism

has been fully discussed and confirmed, these studies only

focused on the propagation of plasma bullets in open air and
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the reports about the influence of PW on the production of

RONS in gas- and liquid-phase have not yet been performed.

In particular, the correlation of RONS between gas- and

liquid-phase is still largely unknown. Understanding the

source of reactive species in the liquid phase possesses pro-

found and important significance in the subsequent biomedi-

cal applications, such as bacteria inactivation and cancer cell

destruction.1–7,18–20

The main purpose of this study is to clarify the effects of

the PW on the plasma jet’s discharge characteristics, with

particular focus on the production of the RONS in gas- and

liquid-phase, which are desirable for biological medicine

applications. For this purpose, we diagnosed the RONS by

optical emission spectroscopy (OES), molecular beam mass

spectrometer (MBMS), and microplate reader to analyze the

correlation of RONS, transported from gas phase into liquid

phase.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 1(a) shows a schematic illustration of the experi-

mental setup of plasma jet source, which is made up of a

coaxial needle-to-ring electrode configuration, of which the

needle is a tungsten needle with a length of 10 cm and a

diameter of 0.1 mm, and is connected to a high voltage pulse

supply. The ring is a copper sheet of a length of 10 mm,

located 10 mm from the open end of quartz tube (od.: 6 mm,

id.: 4 mm), and serves as the grounded electrode. The needle

electrode is covered by an insulating dielectric material

(quartz glass) with a length of 50 mm (od.: 2 mm, id.: 1 mm)

to make the plasma plume more diffuse and stable in the

quartz tube. Helium (He) with high purity (5N) is controlled

by a mass flow controller into the tube from gas inlet at a

rate of 3 L/min. A homemade pulse generator with a rising

time of approximate 40 ns is used to generate the plasma jet,

and the PW is adjustable according to fixed value of pulse

rate. The pulse voltage and pulse rate are fixed at 8 kV and

4 kHz in this study. The corresponding PW can be adjusted

from 0.5 ls to 200 ls. The electrical characteristics are mea-

sured by a digital oscilloscope equipped with voltage/current

probes (P6015A and P6021, Tektronix), and the OES is

detected by an Andor SR-750i grating monochromator (grat-

ing grooving 1200 lines/mm). Photographs of the plasma

plumes are taken by a camera(Nikon D7000) with an expo-

sure time of 1 s, and time evolution of APPJ plume are

obtained by an ICCD camera (PI-MAX3, Princeton

Instruments) with an exposure time of 5 ns. A molecular

beam mass spectrometer (MBMS, Hiden Analytical, Ltd.)

system is used for detecting positively and negatively

charged species in the He plasma jet. A Petri dish filled

deionized water of 5 mL is put underneath the plasma jet for

studying the plasma-liquid interaction, the distance between

the tube nozzle and the face of water is 10 mm, and the some

long-lived aqueous reactive species such as H2O2, NO2
–, and

NO3
– are generated in water. The measured methods of the

concentrations of aqueous H2O2, NO2
–, and NO3

– can been

found in previous reports.7,21,22

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The discharge characteristics

The images of the plasma jet plume are displayed in Fig.

1(b) for different PWs from 0.5 ls to 200 ls. It is found that

the length of plasma jet plume first increases before the PW

of 10 ls, after that gradually decreases, and finally becomes

almost unchanged after the PW of 150 ls. When the PW is

longer than 10 ls, the controlling of PW does not affect the

length of plasma jet plume. The change of plasma jet length

is mainly attributed to more energy injection leading to

stronger space electric field with increase of PW before

10 ls, so the plasma jet plume has a longer length. Further

increasing PW can significantly increase the accumulation of

the space charges on the tube wall to cause the formation of

reverse electric field. This will weaken the reduced electric

FIG. 1. (a) The schematic illustration of the experimental setup of plasma jet and (b) the images of plasma jet under different PWs at the pulse voltage of 8 kV,

the pulse rate of 4 kHz, and the flow rate of 3 L/min.
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field in a discharge region, resulting in a shorter length of

plasma jet plume compared to the length at PW of 10 ls.15,23

The typical waveforms of pulse voltage and current of

the plasma jet are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) under PW of

1 ls, 10 ls, and 200 ls, respectively. It can be seen that the

waveforms of pulse voltage at the rising edge almost overlap

with each other. Except for their different PWs, the falling

edge does as well. This implies that any change of the

plasma jet plume is only caused by the PW, not by the other

parameters of the pulse voltage supply. Additionally, it is

also found that the waveforms of pulse current through the

grounded electrode has a positive pulse at the rise-edge of

the voltage and a negative pulse at the fall-edge of the

voltage. It is indicated that the plasma jet is only produced

during the rise-edge and fall-edge phases as evidenced by

the current peaks, similar to those reported pulse-excited dis-

charges as a result of the reverse breakdown.23,24

To image the plasma jet plume on a nanosecond scale,

the time-resolved images of the plasma jet under PW of 1 ls,

10 ls, and 200 ls are taken by ICCD camera and are shown

in Fig. 3. The time of single pulse cycle (as shown in Fig. 2)

is utilized to analyze the evolution behaviors of the plasma

jet. It is found that the discharge behaviors for each PW of

1 ls, 10 ls, and 200 ls display plasma bullets, which start

from initial breakdown within the tube and then propagate

into the open air. Furthermore, as Figs. 3(a)–3(c) are com-

pared with each other, the size of plasma bullet first increases,

reaches the maximum size, then gradually decreases, and

finally becomes smaller and darker until disappears as it prop-

agates. For PW¼ 1 ls, the plasma bullet disappears after the

falling edge of the voltage pulse; however, for PW¼ 10 ls

and 200 ls, it is found that plasma bullet terminates far ahead

of the falling edge of voltage pulse. Meanwhile, the existence

of the plasma bullet for the PW¼ 10 ls starts from 0.74 ls to

2.34 ls and the interval is about 1.6 ls, which is significantly

longer than the other cases (the 0.8 ls for PW¼ 1 ls, the 1.1

ls for PW¼ 200 ls), indicating that the duration of plasma

bullet for the PW¼ 10 ls propagating in open air is the lon-

gest among of the three kinds of plasma jets. This may be

explained by the accumulation of surface charge on the wall

of tube; at the low PW (PW< 10 ls), the positive charges in

the pulse cycle that propagates to the ground electrode will

induce a polarization of the wall of tube, leading to the

charges being deposited and forming the reverse electric

field.14,15 When the PW is increased from 0.5 ls to 10 ls, the

more and more energy is input to the discharge system, and it

leads to the higher reduced electric field and electron density

produced in the discharge region. Correspondingly, more

penning ionization takes place between the metastable He

and the air molecules, and a longer plasma jet plume is

produced.14–17

FIG. 2. The waveforms of (a) pulse voltage and (b) current of the plasma jet

under different PWs of 1 ls, 10 ls, and 200 ls.

FIG. 3. The time-resolved images of

the plasma jet under PW of 1 ls, 10 ls,

and 200 ls, respectively.
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However, continual increase of the PW (PW> 10 ls),

on one hand, indicates the decrease in the voltage-off dura-

tion (pulse repetition rate of 4 kHz and pulse-cycle of 250

ls), and on the other hand, the energy input from pulse sup-

ply is not growing. The accumulated charged particles will

perform a slow decay of electron-ion and ion-ion recombina-

tion in shorter voltage-off duration. The positive space

charges are still deposited on the tube surface during the lon-

ger discharge duration.14 These factors result in the reverse

electric field increasing, and the reduced electric field is

decreasing in the discharge region. So the appearance of the

plasma bullet is delayed as shown in Fig. 3; the length of

plasma jet plume and the size of the plasma bullets are

becoming shorter and smaller until the accumulation of sur-

face charges on the glass tube surface reach a saturated state.

B. The production of RONS in plasma jet

To identify and compare the reactive species from the

plasma jet under different PWs, the OES in the wavelength

range from 300 nm to 800 nm is shown in Fig. 4 at PW of

10 ls and 200 ls, respectively; the head of optical fiber is

placed vertically to the axis of the tube at nozzle. From Fig.

4, it can be found that the emission spectra is mainly domi-

nated by OH(A), N2
þ(B), He(3s3S), and O(3p5P) emissions;

these reactive species produced are attributed to not only

high energy electron excitation but also energy transfer from

metastable He.25 Additionally, these emission lines are

almost the same for the plasma jets at PWs of 10 ls and

200 ls, while the emission intensity at PW of 10 ls is higher

than that at PW of 200 ls. The similarity of emission lines

indicates that these two kinds of plasma jets have similar

ability to produce reactive species such as OH despite the

different PW; the dissimilarity of emission intensity suggests

that the plasma jet at PW of 10 ls has a higher value of

reduced electric flied and can produce much greater concen-

tration of reactive species on the tube nozzle. It also confirms

the above analysis and explanation about the effect of the

PW on the length of plasma jet plume in Fig. 1(b). In order

to study the effect of PW on the concentration of reactive

species when the PW is increased from 0.5 ls to 200 ls, the

OES of reactive species OH(A), N2
þ(B), He(3s3S), and

O(3p5P) from plasma jet at the exit of quartz tube are diag-

nosed at different PWs. The emission intensity of these spe-

cies varying as a function of the PW is shown in Fig. 5. It is

found that the emission intensity of OH(A), N2
þ(B),

He(3s3S), and O(3p5P) first increases rapidly when the PW

increases from 0.5 ls to 10 ls, and then decreases gradually

with the increase of PW from 10 ls to 200 ls. The highest

peak value for each is at 10 ls.

It is well known that when living tissues or cells are

exposed to APPJs, the interactions between the reactive spe-

cies and living tissues are believed to trigger a complex

chain of biological reactions. Among the reactive species,

the positive and negative ions also play an important role in

biological medicine application. In our experiment, the

molecular beam mass spectrometer is used for detecting the

concentrations of positive and negative ions in He plasma

jet. The instrument has a three-stage differentially pumped

inlet system separated by aligned skimmer cones and pumps.

Using the time-averaged intensities (counts/s), in the range

0–70 atomic mass units (amu), the positive and negative ions

emanating from the plasma jets are identified. Figure 6

shows the time-averaged mass spectra of positive and nega-

tive ions from He plasma jet at PW of 10 ls. The plasma jet

plume and sampling orifice are 15 mm apart. The assignment

of mass spectrum peak for the m/z is also given in Fig. 6. It

is found that nearly all peaks have been assigned except for

the positive ions peak at m/z¼ 17 and the negative ions

peaks at m/z¼ 19, 31, and 39, which may arise from some

impurities. The positive and the negative ions mainly consist

of Nþ(m/z¼ 14), Oþ(m/z¼ 16), N2
þ(m/z¼ 28), O2

þ(m/z

¼ 32), OH–(m/z¼ 17), O2
–(m/z¼ 32), NO2

–(m/z¼ 46),

O3
–(m/z¼ 48), and NO3

–(m/z¼ 62), the general composition

of ions is consistent with that of Bruggeman et al.26 As

reported in Refs. 26–29, the Heþ ions are produced inside

the main discharge via electron neutral ionization process

(e–þHe!2e–þHeþ). Major secondary ions (such as N2
þ and

O2
þ) in He plasma jet are mainly generated from direct elec-

tron impact ionization of air, penning ionization of N2 by

metastable He and charge exchange reactions of Heþ and

FIG. 4. The OES from the plasma jet at PW of 10 ls and 200 ls,

respectively.

FIG. 5. The emission intensity of OH(A), N2
þ(B), He(3s3S), and O(3p5P)

produced by plasma jet varies as a function of the PW.
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He2
þ with N2 and O2.27,30 A large number of negative ions

are obtained through the dissociative electron attachment

(e–þAB!A�þB) and further attachment process (A–þM
!A–M), where M denotes molecules in air.26,27

Additionally, there are HO2
– signals detected by mass spec-

trometry; it means that O3
– and O2

– ions may be converted

to HO2
– ions inside of this system.31 And the peak of nega-

tive ion at m/z¼ 60 may be assigned to CO3
– or N2O2

–.28

As reported in Refs. 26–33, among all positive ions gener-

ated by plasma jets in ambient air, hydronium ions (H3Oþ) are

the dominant ions which reproduce to form water clusters. The

positive ions generated by plasma jets would transfer their

charges to hydronium ions if water molecules were abundant,

such as in humid air or into water. Similarly, all negative ions

generated by the plasma jets in ambient air, such as OH–,

HO2
–, NO2

–, and NO3
–, would form water clusters stably.26,27

For example, when the plasma jet is applied to a water surface,

the density of water molecules is typically high near the water

surface, and ion water clusters are formed. Furthermore, such

water clusters are likely to dissolve directly into water to form

the aqueous reactive species such as H2O2, NO3
–, and NO2

–

when they reach the water surface.34

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the dependence of the PW

on the relative yield of positive ions (Nþ, Oþ, N2
þ, O2

þ) and

negative ions (OH–, O2
–, NO2

–, NO3
–), respectively. It is

found that the relative yield of both positive ions and nega-

tive ions increase up to a maximum value at about 10 ls and

gradually decrease for higher PW. The increase of relative

yield with rising PW may be mainly ascribed to the increase

of more energy input from the pulse voltage supply into the

discharge region leading to a higher reduced electric field

applied. However, when the PW is beyond to 10 ls, the

number density of positive and negative ions begins to

decrease because the more charges accumulated on the wall

of a glass tube that form the reverse electric field result in

the decrease of reduced electric field in gas gap.

C. The aqueous RONS production

As we know, APPJs contain a rich mixture of RONS,

some of which include OH, O2
–, H2O2, NO2

–, and NO3
–;

these species in gaseous and liquid phases have been linked

to biomedical effects such as bacteria inactivation and cancer

cell destruction.1,2,4,8 To confirm how the He plasma jet sys-

tem generates some reactive species in deionized water, we

measure the concentrations of H2O2, NO2
–, and NO3

– in

water exposed to plasma jet under different PWs, and the

results are shown in Fig. 8. It is shown that the H2O2 concen-

tration in water almost increases linearly with the rising PW.

It is well known that the OH is typically the main contributor

to H2O2 production in both the gas and liquid phases,21,34

FIG. 7. The effect of the PW on the number density of positive ions for Nþ,

Oþ, N2
þ, and O2

þ (a) and negative ions for OH–, O2
–, NO2

–, and NO3
– (b).

FIG. 8. The effect of PW on the concentrations of H2O2, NO2
–, and NO3

– in

deionized water treatment by He plasma jet at different PWs.

FIG. 6. The mass spectra of positive and negative ions from He plasma jet at

PW of 10 ls measured in the outflow of the plasma jet at a distance of

15 mm from the gas nozzle.
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while the concentrations of NO2
– and NO3

– in water display

the first increasing and then decreasing trends, which are

similar to the trends of NO2
– and NO3

– concentration in the

gas phase in Fig. 7(b).

To dissect the correlation of RONS in the gas and liquid

phases, the origins of H2O2, NO2
–, and NO3

– production in

water are investigated further. For H2O2 production, there

are three pathways. First, OH radicals are produced though

traditional electron impact ionization of H2O molecular. OH

combines with other OH for H2O2 production in both the gas

and liquid phases.31–34 Second, it is known when water is

exposed to He plasma jet, a series of complex chemical reac-

tions (listed in Table I) take place above the gas-liquid inter-

face. The presence of water vapour entrained in discharge

results in increased reactions with H2O. Positive ions (N2
þ

and O2
þ) produced in the gas phase react with H2O, produc-

ing many OH radicals as in a series of chemical reactions

from (1) to (12). Meanwhile, a large number of hydronium

ions (H3Oþ) are formed as well as heavier ion water clusters

(H3Oþ(H2O)n).35 Third, negative ions HO2
– and their water

clusters (HO2
–(H2O)n) dissolve into water, and then are

quickly converted to other species.36,37 For example, HO2
– is

the conjugate base of H2O2, and in an acidic environment, it

can lead to additional H2O2 production. For the NO2
– and

NO3
– production in water, on one hand, they originate from

NO2
– and NO3

– ions in the gas phase. The NO2
– and NO3

–

are the dominant negative ions that transport into water

when the water is exposed to He plasma jet.31 On the other

hand, the NO, NO2, and N2O5 in gas phase are also capable

of reaching the gas-liquid interface and transported into

water to form the aqueous NO2
– and NO3

– though complex

chemical reactions from (13) to (18). The other negative ions

are oxygen molecules such as O–, O2
–, and O3

–, indicating

that the main pathway of creation is through dissociative

electron attachment of O2 and subsequent oxidization to

form many of the negative ion species, as shown in the reac-

tion from (19) to (21) in Table I.

In general, although mass spectrometry is so sensitive

that it can detect very small quantities of gaseous ions, the

observation shows that the concentrations of RONS gener-

ated by the plasma in the gas phase or at the gas-liquid inter-

face are sufficiently high that they can affect the chemical

nature of water that was exposed to the plasma.38 The mass

spectrometry data obtained in our study show that all domi-

nant ion species generated by the plasma jet system contain

either oxygen or nitrogen (Nþ, Oþ, N2
þ, O2

þ, OH–, O2
–,

NO2
–, NO3

–), which suggests that the plasma generates a

large amount of RONS. However, when plasma jet is applied

to a wet surface (such as living tissues) or treated liquid,

there is mainly ion water clusters formed near the surface.

Additionally, there are many short-lived species (OH, O2
–)

and long-lived species (H2O2, NO2
–, and NO3

–) in the liq-

uid.39 It is believed that the water cluster formation (hydra-

tion process) at the gas-liquid interface can help us obtain

more information about the correlation of RONS between in

the gas phase and the liquid phase.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we studied the effects of the PW from

0.5 ls to 200 ls on the discharge characteristics of a plasma

jet, with particular focus on the production and correlation of

the ROS/RNS in gas- and liquid-phase, and the RONS are

measured by OES, mass spectrometer, and microplate

reader, respectively, for the purpose of analyzing and eluci-

dating the correlation of RONS transported from gas phase

into liquid phase. It is found that the length of plasma jet

plume first increases before the PW of 10 ls, then gradually

decreases, and finally becomes almost unchanged beyond

150 ls; this is mainly ascribed to the accumulation of space

charges that lead to weakening of the reduced electric field

with an increase of PW. Additionally, it is found that the

excited reactive species, the positive and negative ions from

plasma jet, and the concentrations of NO2
– and NO3

– in

deionized water exposed to plasma jet also display the first

increasing and then decreasing change trend with increase of

PW. However, the concentration of H2O2 in water increases

almost linearly with the rising of PW, which is mainly attrib-

uted to the formation of the H3Oþ and HO2
–, as well as their

ion water clusters that can produce more OH radicals to be

converted into H2O2. The above results indicate that the

water clusters generated by the plasma in the gas phase or at

the gas-liquid interface are sufficiently high that they can

affect the chemical nature and dose of aqueous RONS in

water exposed to the plasma.
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(21) O þ O� þ O2! O3
� þ O 22
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